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In the Heart of Darkness
The Coming Genocide in South Africa
Have you seen the movie, District 9? If not, I recommend it to you because there is a very
revealing scene in which a Negro war lord is interested in eating the protagonist’s arm because it
has powerful JuJu. Take a very good look at that scene and you will learn something which is
completely true in Africa; that Dark Continent from which Joseph Conrad drew his inspiration.
You who are not familiar with what evolved in sub Saharan and Central Africa, let me direct you
to a book about that continent which was published in 1868. I so love old books because lots of
them were not tampered with by Jews; who now own and control the major publishing houses and
a whole lot of the smaller ones; even putting lots of independents out of business. However, old
books from before the 20th Century are very revealing. The very title of this 19th Century book is
revealing: The Negroes in Negroland; The Negroes in America; The Negroes Generally. Also, The
Several Races of White Men, Considered as the Involuntary and Predestined Supplanters of The
Black Races. A Compilation, by Hinton Rowan Helper, A Rational Republican, Author of, “The
Impending Crisis in the South”, “Nojoque”, and Other Writings in Behalf of a Free and White
America.
I will share some of the chapter headings in the Table of Contents in the order that they
are presented. Chapter 1: Cannibalism in Negroland. THE FIRST CHAPTER!
Chapter 2: Human Butcheries, and Human Sacrifices in Negroland.
Chapter 3: Human Skulls as Sacred Relics and Ornaments in Negroland.
Chapter 4: Blood-thirstiness and Barbarity of the Negroes in Negroland.
And so forth finishing with Chapter 33 which ends on page 236 titled: Increasing Preeminence and Predominance of the White Races.
Do you suppose that what was revealed in that marvelous book, published 149 years ago,
has disappeared in Africa? Ju Ju and Mumbo Jumbo never left the African Negroes, it went
underground and is reemerging with a vengeance. Regardless of all the hard working misguided
Christian missionaries who went into those dark and dripping places where human sacrifices of
the most barbaric savage kind left sometimes 100s of mangled, headless corpses to rot in the sun;
the baked ground soaked in blood; a feast for flies and vultures. Eventually, when the meat was
rotten enough and the Ju Ju good and strong, the remains were eaten and the skulls displayed as
ornaments instead of paintings by Vermeer. When you take a close look at what is happening now
in South Africa, you will see a whole lot of similarities to the scenes depicted in the book in
question. White People are being tortured and murdered by the THOUSANDS! now. Farm
Murders of White Boers is now counting into the hundreds per day! In total, since the Communist
ANC, made up of the descendants of the Negroes discussed in the 1868 book, took over South
Africa the number of murdered Blacks and Whites is over ONE MILLION now. If that number is
not enough to give you a jolt and make you think for more than a moment, let me add that human
meat is available in the Black Markets of South Africa and maggot infested White Meat is worth
its weight double, triple, or more to that of black meat. Blacks are barbecuing tortured to death
White Boers on their own bed frames in South Africa. That is a FACT. And you, who read DtRH
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know, I love facts. Facts do not lie. Another fact that is well documented about Farm Attacks;
that being what is happening in increasing numbers, is they are INSIDE JOBS. Usually one or
more of the negro farm workers are the Insiders who feed information to the Informants who
advise an Attack gang about the comings and goings of the White Farmer and His Family.
Sometimes the attack is planned for weeks; everyone of them expertly carried out and leaving a
horrific aftermath of blood, mutilated bodies, and bits and pieces of White Flesh, fingers, toes, feet,
hands... One White Woman recently lost both hands, was raped, and then murdered in such an
attack. Her portrait was posted on Facebook recently.
The fact is, those interlopers; those black savages have no empathy. Even though they
wear modern American clothing, they are soulless simian hybrids who eat human meat. Some
negroes in Africa still sport women with dinner plates in their lower and upper lip. They have
horribly compromised genitals, and in the case of a recent photo posted on Facebook, they may
wear the hacked off part of an animal for a hat. Remember how the Hutus and Tutsis went after
each other? Do you recall any of the ongoing atrocities in Somalia, where the average IQ is 60 and
the most violent of all the sub species of negro live; many of them infected with a mind virus
called, Islam.
There are tell tale signs that White Boers can identify in order to protect themselves from
a Farm Attack. Firstly, watch if any of your black workers are trying to befriend your dogs by
having the dogs come up on their chests and attempt to look them in the eyes. Always take your
dogs inside the house at night and lock all doors and windows and draw the curtains. If the dogs
begin to act strangely and growl at windows or doors, you know there are either four legged or two
legged animals out there. It is not a bad idea to have loaded shotguns on hand. If one negro of the
attack group is spooked, they will all be spooked because those barbaric simian hybrids believe in
magic and are not very bright. In fact, the SA blacks consider Zimbabwean blacks to be superior;
as in better educated, hence there will always be one of them in the group. When an attack gang
is at your place, make certain to immediately get on the radio and alert your neighbors and those
groups who are organized to attend to such matters. In my opinion, the helpers have to shoot to
kill the negro interlopers; those pre stone aged savages. Not everyone agrees on this; however,
what other solutions are there?
One solution is the secession of the United State of Good Hope; an endeavor all White People
must support because if not, there will be no place to run when the genocide begins in earnest in
December when the official land grab policy goes into effect in South Africa. Remember, the theft
of private property is a major component of the Communist Manifesto. Also, the president and his
cabinet openly grunt their mantra; ‘Kill Whitey. Kill the Boer.’ That Marxist riddled government
of retarded ape hybrids want to do exactly what the Mugabe creature did in Rhodesia; reduce
that magnificent White Nation to rubble with a currency not even worth a sheet of NORAM toilet
paper. The United State of Good Hope is a completely legitimate nation under a Khoisan
monarchy intent upon keeping all negroes and jews out of the country. The United State of Good
Hope will only be for Khoisan; the true indigenous people of the SW cape, and Christian White
People. The economic plans for the new nation will enable everyone to become successful and self
sufficient. Education is at the top of the government’s agenda.
The problem facing this magnificent new hope for South Africa is the number of White
People who are dragging their heels with their petty jealousies and narrow vision. If White People
do not immediately begin coming onboard of this entirely new/old experiment in building a nation
founded on The Golden Rule and the Ten Commandments, White People will be exterminated in
South Africa and will become a herald for events to come in all White Nations who have let the
negroes in. Watch the movie, Black Hawk Down to get an idea what is facing you when the
ammunition runs out and they just keep on coming; like an infestation of fire ants; one climbing
over the other, each one ravenous and tearing to get at your heart.
SAVE THE SOUTH AFRICAN. SAVE THE BOER. GOD HELP ALL OF US.
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